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SOCIAL PilOf:LMS

OF SO EE EIChit GEAD'!: PUPILS

CITA ?TER I

INTRODCTION

Statement of Problem

All learnin in school takes place within the setting

of pupil -pupil relationshi)s. host teachers reelize that

the individual's personal and acade r,.ic hrowt h can be af-

fected adversely or favorably by his position in the ;rotkp

and that all pupils stimulate or thwart each other in many

ways. ':hat is not usually so well realized, however, is

that the social atmosnhere is very lar,ely created and

maintained by pupil interaction and only in part by the

tone the teacher sets. A dominantly decisive factor is the

constellation of attraction and rejection so often linked

with the values that operate song the boys and ;iris the,-

selves. Schools need to know that these interoersonal

relations are like, how they function, and ,or. they affect

behavior and learning. Thile various techniques for study-

ink the Individucl child are available, techniques for

asLessia_; _Toup life are : ucn Lore ri,e, ,er.

Whenever luman beings come to_;et'er, the;;: fora lines

of association end set up the process of social interaction.

The quality of these associations produces what is called an
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at osphere for the ;rioup. This is true in classrooms as

,well as in other social settings. In this social inter-

action the roles which the individuals play are determined.

Some individuals come to the fore in the esteem of their

classmates, while the efforts of others to Join are re-

sisted.

Perhaps the most i portant thing to note about the

children's responses to each other is that they differ

significantly both frorr, their response to adults and from

adults' responses to them. Some teachers have been sur-

prised to discover that a quiet, well-mannered, and

excellent pupil may not be at all liked by his classmates.

They have been even more surprised, at times, to find that

in the same class another, to all appearandes, equally

gentle and able child is in the highest favor. Furthermore,

the so-called problem children often feel particularly

attracted to an individual of this kind. The basis for the

whole distinction is not immediately apparent and may never

be completely understood. Dut it is clear that the children

are developing and using their own means of assessing one

another. They are also generating an emotional climate for

the class colored by their own loves and hates and reflect-

ing their loyalties and standards--that may have relatively

little to do with the teacher's behavior.

In the field of educational psychology there are two

strong influences which focus attention upon social
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adjustment problems of pupils. One development stems from

the acceptance of the theory of the "total development" of

the child. Modern educational psychology, reco:nition of

the influence of the whole gamut of life, has developed

this concept because of the experiences in producing learn-

ing situations. The child carries into the classroom his

heredity, parental training, age group influences, etc.,

and it is with these attributes that the teacher and counse-

lor must work. With this concept of total development also

comes the deep interest in the social adjustment of pupils

for educational psychology now recognizes that each indivi-

dual becomes socialized and adjusts himself into his society

through consciously and unconsciously becomin educated to

group ways of doing things. The process of socializing the

individual is not a completely natural one--it is man-made

within. the limits of a natural environment.

The second influence In the field of psychology which

allows a scientific approach to be made to the problem of

social adjustment is that of measurement. No application

of a scientific method to the study of social adjustment

could be possible without tools and methods by which social

problems can be investigated. Until recently schools have

not had reliable instruments for studying the social inter-

action of children. But as soon as social relations can be

studied, they can also be guided and enriched. With the



help of relatively simple instruments, it is now possible

to develop such group life in school as will engage the

interests of the participants in one another, widen mutual

appreciation and psychological exchange, provide maximum

opportunity for satisfaction of varying individual capa-

cities, promote the stimulus and satisfactions possible

through joint action and develop the foundations for social

living which are so necessary for the survival of a complex

and interdependent society.

Broadly speaking, the sole purpose of the school is to

indoctrinate the individual to the culture; that is, to

introduce to the immature in an organized and selective

fashion those elements of social living which must be mas-

tered in order to become an adequate group member. This

development of indiviluals into social members has in the

past been done in an isolated fashion, but the development

of "learning by doing" principles of educational psychology

is requiring the school to deal directly with social rela-

tionships.

The kind of group life in which an individual partici-

pates contributes to his personal development. Individuals

can fully develop only in interaction with their fellows.

The happiness and growth of each individual student depend

in large measure on his personal security with his class-

mates. In a group he also learns to face, to analyze, and

to assess problems in social context, and to develop ways
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of solving them with others. In interaction with others,

furthermore, the broadening of his personal universe takes

place; he gets to know his fellows, their values, and ways,

and so gradually extends his sensitivity to human relations.

His personal social maturity is also dependent on inter-

action with others. Educators have not always realized

this. In many schools each child is treated on a strictly

individual basis; what he does or does not do is dealt with

as his personal responsibility. Tasks are assigned accord-

ing to this pattern; satisfactions, whether in the form of

marks or other reco2mition, are similarly awarded; and

punishments are likewise given as if shortcomings were

entirely an individual matter. The child is thus system-

atically oriented toward standing on his own two feet and

rising or falling according to personal achievement only.

He is not directed toward facing, analyzing, or assessing

problems in a ,ocial context or developing plans for solving

them with others.

This emphasis on independent action has man,,, harmful

effects. The more a child succeeds in learning exclusively

by and for himself, the greater the loss to him as a social

member. Those who are successful learn not only to individ-

ualize all achievement and responsibility, but they also

learn to cherish exclusiveness in their social relations and

to keep others from undermining their position and prestige.

They are learning how to keep Troup life as sectionized and
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divided up as possible in order to safe7uard their own

standing in some part of it. Other less successful children

are learning to withdraw and suppress their rebelliousness,

to give up trying to exercise their talents, and to acquieme

in a social situation that is larzely responsible for their

own failures. They may be afraid to enter social doors that

are actually open to them and to pass up opportunities where

their contributions would really be welcome. Both are apt

to get distorted views of themselves as individuals and as

members of society.

Most of us live and work most of the time in groups of

one sort or another. To do this successfully, it is

important to learn what we can get from end rive to others.

We need to learn how to play different roles, how to extend

our skills for living with others, and to enlarge our con-

cepts of the :Troup and of values beyond those of single

individuals. We need to experience ac hievement as a result

of joint effort and learn how to relate our own skills and

capacities to :croup concerns, as well as to get satisfaction

from shared purposes. We need to discover that pooled

abilities supplement and complement one another and enhance

the end result. These skills and attitudes do not develop

automatically. i'ere proximity does not necessarily make a

psychological group. Experiences to promote such ends need

to be planned for.



A settin7, in which social interaction can flourish and

mature makes possible many kinds of learnirv; that are

crucial to the development of citizens in a modern demo-

cracy. Girls and boys can become skilled in the process of

group decision, in the exercise of collaboration, and in

their acceptance of different personalities and cultural

slants. They gain perspective on themselves and come to

enjoy other individuals for the stimulating variety they

offer. Children can learn to appraise their own capacities

and to learn to make their special aptitudes fit into a

larger scheme in combination with the talents of others. In

short, they can learn what it means to do things toether.

While children act in the direction of preserving them-

selves as persons, the opportunities provided for then. in

school can free them to become workers, learners, or effec-

tive group members unhampered by the private, personalized

concerns. A child's capacity Cor social growth--his ability

to live with his fellows to the full--is as natural and as

educable as his other basic capacities for mental and phys-

ical growth. As such, the capacity for social rowth. must

be considered an essentiel concern for the school curri-

culum.

Young people of early adolescence tend to become ideal-

istic and to respond emotionally to ideas. The physical

pressure of puberty and the forced acculturation due to

adult and own age group relationships cause social
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adjustment to be a primary concern to the individual. There

is a constant process of adjustment to hetersexual activities,

to parental relationships, to a consistent philosophy of life

and to development toward. full adult social and economic

status.

The school finds the child at this level in the midst

of the problems of adjusting from childhood to young adult-

hood. If the school is to educate effectively, it must not

ignore the social problems created within the learning

process due to these physical and social chaimes. If it is

true that guidance services, as well as the curriculum,

should be oriented toward the total needs of the individual,

then it is essential that we ascertain the needs of all

individuals in any well-rounded educational program.
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CHAPTR II

Purpose of Study

In the atmosphere of the classroom some individuals are

happy and secure, while others may be rejected or frustrated

in their social participation. In all groups, and especially

in populations as large as a school enrollment, there are

cleavEyes--between people who seem to be different and those

who accept the prevailin standards, between individuals

whose conceptions of right and wrong diverge. Group life

needs to be studied for ways in which cleavages can be

eliminated or skill developed for handling these cleavages.

The purpose of this study is to discover hpw cAldren

get along in groUps. Theoretically, this might- be done

through observation. However, to offer objective data the

writer has endeavored to secure inventories filled in by

the pupils as well as to get from them data for use in

sociometrics.

These methods of studyinL; the interaction of children

assist in finding some of the areas that miht cause or

affect their social adjustment, and to deonstrate how

proper guidance services Alight help to alleviate the

situation.

Methods Employed and Procedures Used

I. Socio-grams.-to find grouping to compare members of the

Croup as to problems on the check list.
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"Socio-grams are a means of presenting simply and

graphically the structure of inter-relationships existing

at a given time among members of a given group, and the

relationship of any one person to the group as a whole."

(11-12) They are the arranged results after the children

have been asked to choose among themselves the preferred

companions in some school situation that is real to them.

Growing awareness, and interest, in each other which

in turn reflect a social awareness are shown in socio rams.

Its value to the teacher is in its potentiality for

developing greater understanding of roup behavior so that

he may operate more wisely in group management and curri-

culum development.

In this case the children were asked to write on a

slip of paper the names of two children that they liked

best and the two children which they would rather work with

in a group. From this information two socio-grams were

constructed to see if the children with common problems or

those having different ones tended to group together.

II. Mooney Check List--to find the areas of social problems

of the eighth-grade level and to note whether these

problems are similar or different in the pupils/ social

grouping.

There has been only one published study made to find the

problems of Junior high school pupils by using the Looney

Problem Check List.
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In 1941, Dwi;:ht Arnold 7,nd Ross L. Mooney used two-

hundred and eighty-six junior high school pupils in srades

seven throuh nine from Lakewood, Ohio, to test a new form

of the Problem Check List for the Junior School level.

This experiment showed that the pupils were willin to

indicate their problems. One concept the authors arrived

at was, "The items markeel are 'sins' for a more coiiiplete

story which becomes clear and meaningful only throuh

further inquiry. The check list is a starting point not

a stopping place." (1-43)

The check list contains two-hundreC, and ton problems

classified in seven areas:

1. (HP) Health and Physical Development--(ail-

ments, habits, features, development)

2. (S) School -- (pupil's status, skills, atti-

tudes, abilities)

3. (HF) Home and Family--(general conditions,

attitudes, inter-relations)

L. (x) Miscellaneous--(small ;romps of problems

relating to various elements: money, work, the

future, educational and vocational plans,

religion, opportunity for recreation)

5. (BG) Boy and Girl Relations--(opportunities,

skills, attitudes, desires)

6. (PG) Relations to peo,de in general--(psycho-

logical feelings, isolations, a7,gressions)
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(SC) Self-Centered Concerns--(psychological

moods, tendencies, morals, morality)

III. Bakerts--"Telling What I Do"--to interpret and analyze

the problems of the individual pupil.

The Alpha form of the Detroit Adjustment Inventory has

one-hundred and twenty items divided into twenty-four topics

with five specific problems under each topic. Each item has

five choice responses. One is quite ideal with a value of

five points; another not quite so ideal with a value of four

points; a third response is rather mediocre or neutral in

nature with a value of three points; a fourth response with

rather poor quality with two points; and a fifth very poor

response with only one point.

The first items about health and physical status are

followed by habits of daily living. These topics are an

easy introduction to self-analysis. Next come items on

worries, fears, anger, and pity, and in turn these are

followed by trends of introversion-extroversion, inferiority-

superiority, optimism-pessimism, and will power. The next

in order are home status, = atmosphere, and attitudes and

reactions when growing up with a gradual breaking away from

these ties. Next after this group are reactions to school,

sportsmanship, morals, and delinquency. A final group of

four topics includes friends and their influence, mascu-

linity or feminity, hobbies or vocational utlook.
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Both the Mooney and the Baker lists were given to the

children in two groups. These groups were organized by

school sections and not by selected methods.

It was carefully explained that the information on

these tests would not be seen by the other teachers nor

would it go into their permanent record cards, but that it

was being used as a study to find out the problems of

eighth-grade students.

Location, Subjects, and Characteristics

A group of forty-nine eighth-grade students, from

Ainsworth School in Portland, were selected as subjects in

making this study. The :group consisted of twenty-one boys

and twenty-eight girls ranging in age from twelve to

fifteen.

This community is a privileged one and undoubtedly is

quite far above normal. This is due to the economic stand-

ing which also opens (7,71portunities for social experi-

ence. A look at individuals indicates what the social

structure plus the cultural.mores and folkways is doing to

the personalities of this group.

One interesting factor is that out of the forty-nine

children thirty came from families in which both parents

attended college, twelve in which one parent attended, and

only seven in which neither parent had attended college.



The majority of these parents could be classified as

belonging to the lower-upper class or the upper-middle

class. There are five doctors, two lawyers, one engineer,

one college professor, and seven insurance men. The major-

ity of the rest are connected with a variety of businesses,

either as owner, manager, or executive. There are two

instances in which the mother works.

The family situations can be classified in various

fashions. There are at least five homes in which there is

an excess of affection--with over-possessive* over-solici-

tous, and over-indulgent parents. In one case over-domi-

nation by the parents seems to explain the child's having

a mental block in arithmetic which has been observed by a

number of teachers.

There are several homes in which affection is lacking,

where there is nagging and neglect. In two of the cases

there are signs of complete rejection.

Some of the family circles are unduly mother-controlled

or father dominated. There is one home that has too many

adult bosses.

There are family patterns of different sizes and dif-

fering types of organization. The average family has two

children, however, four have only one child and two have

four children. Two of the children are adopted and one lives

in a temporary foster home. Syblling rivalry, to the

extreme, can be found in five instances.
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There are ten homes which are broken, four by divorce

and six by death. In two cases both parents are deceased,

one child is living eith an aunt and the other with a grand-

mother. In one home broken by divorce, the court has reeloved

one child and is threatenin,; to take the remaining one

because the mother is an alcoholic.

The family goals are of differing quality. In some the

emphasis is on social succees; in others it is on worldly

possessions. One or t.o are predominantly religious in

atmosphere.

The racial minority problem is represented in that

seven families are Jewish. There is a social problem within

this ;group as there are representatives of both the old

relie,ion and the reformed as well as the old established

family and the nearly -rich one.

The reader should realize that this _group doe e not

represent a typical situation. As state,: before, these

children come from families in which the majority represent

either the lower-upper or upper-middle bracket of society.

It is not a typical ;roup in that none of these children

want for anyteims econoeically. Apparently cone will have

to quit school and take jobs and all undoubtedly will be

expected to attenc: colle7e.



Chapter III

Analysis of Study

I. Mooney Problem Check List--The following areas are

used in the Junior High School form of the Mooney Problem

Check List: Health and Physical Development (HP), School

(S), Home and Family (HF), Miscellaneous (X), Doy and Girl

Relations (DG), Relations to People in General (PG), and

Self-Centered Concerns (SC).

In analyzing the Mooney Problem Check List data for

this study a set of six tables was compiled. The following

three tables show the relative importance of each problem

area. One is for the total group; one, for the boys; and

one, for the girls.

TABLE I

Rank Order of Problem Areas for t19 Eighth Grade Pupils

Number
Marked Rank Mean No.

Marked

HP 114 4 2.3

S 204 1 4.2

HF 62 7 1.3

x 105 5 2.1

DG 91 6 1.9

PG 127 2 2.6

SC 121 3 2.5

Total 326 16.9
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It is readily observed that adjustment to School Work

was the outstanding problem area for the group as a whole,

regardless of sex, with an average of over four problems

per student. Relations to People in General and Self.

Centered Concerns were a clue second and third, each having

an average of about two and one-half problems. Home and

Family was the lowest area for the zroup.

TABLE II

Rank Order of Problem Areas for 21 Eighth Grade Boys

HP

S

HF

X

BG

PG

SC

Total

Number
Marked

Rank Mean No.
Marked

43 2.5 2.0

98 1 4.7

20 7 1.0

41 4 2.0

33 6 1.6

37 5 1.8

43 2.5 2.0

315 15.1

TABLE III

Rank Order of Problem Areas for 23 Eighth Grade Girls

Number
Marked Rank

Mean No.
Marked

HP 71 2.5

S 106 1 3.3

HF 1

7 1.5



TABLE III (Cont.)

Number
Marked

X 64

BG 58

PG 90

SC 78

Total 511

Rank

2

3

can No.
Iliarked

2.5

2.1

3.2

2.8

18.2

3.0

In coAparing the boys with the girls it was found that

both groups rank School as their major problem area. The

boys had an average of four and one-half problems while

the girls averaged three and one-half. J. Washbourne,

an authority in adolescent psychology, tells us that,

"Interest and understanding in school work is iraportant at

all ages but it is especially important during adolescence."

(20-31) He also suggests that unawareness on the part of

teachers may have an unhappy consequences. "Forcin the

adolescent to go through subject matter which has no appar-

ent value to him, may impair his mental development in one

of three. ways:

1. Cause the adolescent to accept as valuable, things

which have no value to him.

2. Cause the child to hate certain subjects.

3. Kill the students' power to pursue a purpose viole-

heartely." (20-31)

Therefore, there is some underlyin reason that has

brought about this present situation.
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The boys regarded Relations to People in General

second and Self-Centered Concerns, third. The [,iris rated

the some two on an equal basis as second.

Both rated Home and Family lowest. This is probably

quite normal for a district that has few economic and social

problems.

TABLE IV

Percent of Individual Problems Which Were Had by 4.9 Eighth
Grade Pupils

Problem Percent
of 49 Pupils

Getting low grades in school 22%

Afraid of tests 40%

Don't like to study 22;,;

Wanting people to like me better 24%

Taking things too seriously 23%

Trouble with arithmetic 23%

Don't like some of things I eat 23%

Worried about trades 24%

Not smart enough 22

Trouble keeping a conversation q:oing 22%

Brothers 26%

Losing my teL 22%

Of significance is the fact that the group ranked the

problem area, School, as the most important and it was in

this area that their major problem was found. "Afraid of
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tests" ranks high above the rest with a rank of forty per-

cent. The parents of this group, perhaps more than is

usual, demand that their children do well in school. Most

of these children will be expected to attend colle.ie and the

parents stress the fact that they will have to pass entrance

examinations. Also the parents are called in groups to see

the children's achievement tests. The writer believes that

this could partly account for the above response.

The next three problems were of equal rank. They con-

cerned twenty-eight per cent fo the class. The first two:

"Taking things too seriously" and "Trouble with arithmetic"

fell in the next two major problem areas. Again these two

problems could be due to parental pressure and the spirit

of competition which is very prevalent in this school.

The third problem, "Don't like some of the food I eat",

was from the lowest ranking area, Home and Family.

TABLE V

Per Cent of Problems Which Were Had by 21 Eighth Grade

Problem Per Cent
Of 21 Pupils

Don't like to Study 38

Not interested in books 38%

Afraid of tests 33-1/3%

Don't. like some of the food I eat 33-1/3%

Having trouble with my teeth 24;')

Taking things too seriously 2L

Boys
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TABLE V (Cont.)

Trying to stop a bad habit 214.

Having a poor posture 24%

Vorried about grades 24%

Studying is hard for me

Brothers 24%

Losing my temper 2t%

The above table presents the boys' specific problems.

Their three major problems: "Don't like to Study", and "Not

interested in books" both with thirty- eight per cent, and

"Afraid of Tests" which concerns tl.irty-three and one-third

per cent are all found in the area School.

The boys had four problems which were peculiar to them

and did not concern the girls: 1. Having trouble with my

teeth; 2. Trying to stop a bad habit; 3. Having'. poor posture;

and 4. Studyin,1 is too hard for me.

The problem, "Having trouble with my teeth", is an inter-

esting one. These children have better dental care than the

average child and the problem is not one of aching or de-

cayed teeth as one might assume from the question. A large

per cent of the boys in this -roue are now wearing braces.

It could almost aeoear to be a fad to the casual observer.

The writer feels sure that the braces account for the re-

sponse to this problem.

The problem, "Studyin; is too ha -rd for me", follows in

line with their first two major problems: "Don't like to
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Study" and "Not interested in books". Surely if you do not

like to study and don't like books, then studying would be

too hard.

TABLE VI

Per Cent of Problems Which Were Had by 21
Eighth Grade Girls

Problems Per Cent
Of 23 Pupils

Afraid of tests 46%

Wishing people liked me better 39%

Trouble with arithmetic 39%

Sisters 32%

Taking things too seriously 29%

Can't decide what to take in higki school 29%

Forgetting things 29%

Gettin low grades in school 25%

Wanting to earn money of my own 25%

Don't like some foods I eat 25%

Not smart enough

Awkward in meeting people 25%

Trouble keeping a conversation going

Brothers 25%

Can't make up my mind about things 25%

Losing my temper 21%

Dislikirvf, certain people 21%

Being jealous 21%
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Accordin& to the above Table VI, the ;iris also seen

to have more problems in the Sc_lool area. Their major

problem was "Afraid of tests", which concerned forty -six

per cent of the group. Their second problem, "Trouble with

arithmetic", bothered thirty -nine per cent. It has been

the writer's observation, from her teachin-z experience, that

;iris usually have more trouble and less interest in

arithmetic than boys.

The problem, "Wishing people liked ne better", which

is in the area, Relations to People in General, also rated

thirty-nine per cent. This response would seem to be a

very normal one for an adolescent ;irl as adolescents are

tremendously sensitive to social stimuli. No other problem

seems to them as serious as the establishment of themselves

in their own society. They react faster to prosti -o within

their own ;Troup than to :east forms of adult approval.

Naturally leaders are important people to the adolescent and

it is quite understandable that they lon; to be liked 'setter

and that they wish perhaps, to beco,ac loaders theeeselves.

The followinc; problems are items wlicei were checked

only by the c:Irls: "Sisters", "Disliking certain people",

"I-,eing jealous", and "Can't make up my mind aooul, thins".

These four problems tie in closely with their other reaction.

Of interest is the statement of Cole, "The writer would oe

inclined to list fear, aner, love, and jealousy as the .eost

fundamental emotions. Only three--love, enger, end 'ear--
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have been sufficiently investi ated to furnish data for the

type of treatment planned, there is little data on the

fourth major emotion jealousy." (6-91) These problems are

related to this fourth emotion. Apparently basic research

in these areas is needed since individuals will need assist-

ance in meetinil. these problems in their growth toward

becoming well-ad justec: indivivals. If, on the other hand,

research indicates that those are norieel reactions for girls

during the adolescent period then we should now about it

and know whether any remedial action is necessary.

Laker's, Telling What I Do

Baker has divided his adjustment inventory into

twenty-four areas with five specific problems under each of

the areas. The areas are as follows: Health, Sleepin.;-

Eating, Self-Care, Habits, Worries, Fears, Anger, Pity,

Good Mixer, Inferior-Superior, Optimise-Pessimici, Will

Power, Home Status, Home AtIospnere, Hone Ateitudes,

Groin11.-up, Schools, Sportsmanship, corals, DelInquenc,

Friends, Actin, Your Part, HcabieE, and Vocations.

This >roue of forty-nine eighth grade boys any girls

had more problems in the followinT, areas: Sc _ocl, Home

Atsitudcs, Hobbies, and -locations. However, these problems

were usually limited Lo one or two specific questions in

each area.

The social and the economic status c)! , the particular

community are responsible, the writer believe:, for the fact
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that the followin2; are not problems of the children:

Owning our own home, Parents' health, Father working steadily,

Houses on our street, and Books and magazines in our home.

It was interestin' to note that the majority of the

group felt that their parents spent enough time with them.

They stated that they did many t >in s together. Does this

not seem contrary to our impression that wealtIvparents do

not "have time for their c ildren"? Further investigation

revealed that the majority beloned to clubs where the

family could participate in many things as a unit.

The area "Home Attitudes" had only one question marked

unfavorably by both the boys and 4r1s. The particular

question was, "About F.7ettin along with my brothers and

sisters". The most unfavorable response, "We arue and

fight all the time", was marked by ten per cent of the

children. The second most unfavorable response, "We argue

and fight sometimes", was marked by fifty-one per cent of

the children. Therefore, they could arue and fiht only

occasionally and still answer the question unfavorably.

Many people will agree that fighting and aruin scrdetimes

is normal with brothers and sisters. Therefore, the writer

does not feel that this response should be unfavorable.

Number five is "ideal" with a value of five points;

number four is "not quite so ideal" with a value of four

points; number three is "rather mediocre or neutral" in
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nature with a value of.three points; number two res:ionse is

of "rather poor quality" with two oints; and number one is

a "very poor quality" response with a value of only one

point. On the test these response statements are placeu in

a mixed order so that it is not too evident fro its

position what response should be marked.

The followini:, tables wore set up to snow only the

unfavorable responses, numbers one and two. This study is

concerned with area and problems that show need of adjust-

ment and only these responses would reveal this type of

problem.

TABLE VII

Unfavorable Responses of 49 Eihth Grade Pupils

Problem

About my health

About daydreamin

Response Response
1 equals 2 equals

c.-).)cfc_p

32%

When I recite 24%

If someone hurts me 23% 16

When I get hurt 23%

About studying at home 20%

Getting along with my brothers & sisters 10 ;4 510

About feeling awkward '

About talking and whispering in class 62% 22%

About having dates 26Y;

Always readin7 the sporting page 233 22%
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TABLE VII (Gonte)

Problem Response Response
1 equals 2 equals

About liking to go hunting 30%

About my hobbies 28;

About the movies 60%

About listening to the ra:lio 36%

About deciding what work (job) I will do 36%

In helping to decide my vocation (job)

In the area Schools, the question "About talking and

whispering in class" received the larest unfavorable

response of any question in the test. Sixty-two per cent

stated that they did it quite slot. Perhaps this should be

a problem of concern to thi7 teacher rather than to the

children.

The next largest unfavorable response was in the area

of Hobbies. Sixty per cent stated that they attend the

movies, "Just for a good time". Baker believes that the

best response should be "To get ideas for my hobbies".

Several studies have been made concerning adolescents and

their interest in movies. Prom these one could assume that

the movies act as an escape from reality. If studies were

made we would probably find that many adults attend the

movies for the same reason. Whether good. or bad this is

not an unusual response. It is probable that what the

adolescent 7ets frolri the movies is mainly a crystallization
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of points of view, desires, and attitudes already in exist-

ence and to ?et the response, "To get ideas for my bbies",

which Baker considers "ideal" would probably require train-

ing in that subject.

The third lareest response was in the area of Fear, but

it is a response which could also pertain to schools.

Thirty-two per cent were found to have "a little stare

frieht" when they "recited". According to nany authorities

on adolescent psychology fear of "reciting" in class is

common among adolescents, especially amon bob; s. Sometimes

it is due to a changine voice or a feeling of awkwardness.

Except for the occasional student who is pathologically sny4

a good teacher should be able to eliminate this fear.

TABLE VIII

Unfavorable Responses of twenty-one Eiehth

Problem Response
1 equals

When I recite

redo 1A)ys

Response
2 equals

33'.

If Someone hurts me 20A; 40'

When I see helpless old people 33;'

About my school marks 20

Getting along with my brothers & sisters 33%

About talking and whispering in class

About having dates

About reading the sporting page 33%

About the movies

About listening to the radio lepef
44-P)

In helping to decide my vocation (job) 20
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According to Table VIII we find that the boys' largest

problem is from the area, School. On the question "About

whispering and talking in school", forty-seven per cent said

that they "do quite alot", while twenty per cent replied

that "they did it in one or two classes".

Their second largest problem was in the area, Hobbies.

The question, "About the movies" received the response that

fifty-seven per cent went only for a good time.

Under the area, Friends, only the boys gave the

unfavorable resaonse in regard to dates. Thirty -eight per

cent stated that it was left up to them. Perhaps the main

meaning of a "date" was not clear to these boys. In social

situations, the writer has found that the boys are only

paired with airls in well-chaperoned groups. By ,.raking the

response, "Left up to me" the boys seemed to mean that the

choice of the girl with whom he was paired was left up to

him.

The other problems peculiar to the boys are: When I

see old people, "I sometimes pity them a little" and About

my school marks, "I feel quite ashamed of my school marks".
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TABLE IX

Unfavorable Responses of 23 7,ihth. Grade Girls

Response
Problem 1 equals

About my health

About daydreaming

'Alien I recite 277

If someone hurts me 275

Response
2 equals

32%

11-2

When I get hurt 27%

About studying at home 32%

About getting along with my brothers c sisters 67/,

About feeling awkward 14-9

About talking and whispering in class 75%

About reading the sporting page 11.5;;

About my hobbies 35)

About the movies 66%

About listening; to the radlo 32%

About deciding what work (job) I will do 14-9;

About seeing people work at jobs I like 27%

In helping to decide my- vocation (job) 27%

The girls' largest problem was the same as the boys,

and was in the School area. Seventy-five per cent replied

that they talk too much in class.

Their seDond largest problem was one that was peculiar

to them. Forty-nine per cent marked the question, "About

decidin7, that wprk (job) I will do"; it was in the area of
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vocations. They had not yet decided what to do. In this

same area twenty-seven. per cent marked the question, "In

helping to decide my vocation (job)", that they knew nothing

about it. Also twenty-seven per cent st .ted that they had

only seen good workers in reply to the question, "About

seeing people work at jobs I like." Luella Cole says that,

"Making a vocational choice is an outstanding problem of

adolescence' and that ambitions of children have too little

relationship to reality for use in selecting. a career."

(6-556) They are terefore in need of assistance, as the

above answers reveal, out of their idealized and °ation-

alized notions into the adult world of facts and necessi-

ties.

In the area, Acting Your Part, forty-six per cent said

that they "Always read. the sport page" and that they would

7"like to go hunting very much ft . "Tho a:odern irl is paying

more and more attention to athletic activities which were

one time thought suited only to boys." (19-3')) Athletic

sports become the chief interest of those who participate

in them end there is certajnly no reason why a hefilthy

young girl should not take part in sports. Therefore, the

writer disagrees with Baker when he makes the "always read

the sporting page" an unfavorable answer. It has been the

writer's observation that are as interested. as the

boys in athletic heroes and sports events, so is it not

natural that they should want to read about them?
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Under the area, Will Power, the irls nlone responded

to the question "About Studyirw at Holae". They felt that

it was "easy to let slide".

Sixty-six per cent of the girls also replied that they

attend the movies, "Just for a .Lood



CHAPTM IV

SOCIO:eETRICS

Children are by nature gregarious and tend to form

groups or crowds. Within any group there are many actions

and reactions that affect the individual as well as the

group. There are many values obtained from below:eine to

such a group; experience in getting along with people;

experience in social skills, development of loyalty to a

group, and practice in jude4ng people. It is impossible

to give any general rules for the way in which social

grouping takes place, but one can understand why elven

social grouping if one knows enough abut the inC.ividuals

concerned. Sociometry gives us an instrument that can

measure, to a certain extent, the individuals placed within

a given group.

"A sociof.7eue is a chart of interrelations within a

group. The purpose is to discover group structure (sub-

group organization, friendship patterns, etc.) and the

relation of any one person to the :eroep as a whole. Its

value to the teacher is in its potentiality for developing

greater understanding of group behavior so that he elay

operate more wisely in .group nianaement and curriculum

development." (10-1)

There is a. number of ways in which soclorams may be

constructed. The one used by the writer is not too dif-

ficult nor time consuming.



The basic material from which the socio,rams were con-

structed was collected in response to the questions; "Who

are your two best friends in the ;roup", or "Which two

people do you like the oest in this _youp." The other

sociograms were constructed froa the material gathered in

response to the question, "Which two people would you rather

work with?"

To help interpret the sociograms which follow, it is

best to give examples such as:

A. Mutual choices or pairs: First choices, Stuart-

Malcolm; Ted C.-;;arron; Kitt-John B. Second

choices, Varron-ike C.; Luise-Joey.

B. IsolatesThose who have not been chosen by

anyone in the group. l'alter, Bobert L., John G.,

Bill H., Ted !;i., aay, Kay, Barbara C., Lqar,aret,

Joanne. This pattern of isolation often cages

when a third choice is added,

C. Chains--One person who chooses another who in

turn chooses another: Mary S.Mary Mc.--Ann

PatNancy J.; Bob H.JimRobert N.--Boyd--

Ted CI.--arren,

D. IslandsPairs or small ;rou,s separated from

larger patterns, not chosen by anyone in other

patterns: MarilyJoan-Aileen.

E. Stars or leadersMike C., Ted 0., Joey, rances,

Pat.
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In looking at Chart I, we note that there is almost a

clear division of throe groups among the ;irls. The two

main divisions ,re probably because Liese two ,:rope are in

two different sections. Only one -irl from section fifteen

gave as her choice girls from section fourteen. (Gay to

Frances and Pat) . One girl from section fourteen (Susan G.)

gave a _girl from section fifteen (Joey) as her second

choice.

The third group is a comeletely isolated triangle.

These 4rls seers to have the some interests and problems.

Of significance is the fact that on the lia)oney Problem

Check List and taker's "Telline Whet I Do" their problems

were few and mostly the same. On Baker's Inventory, they

all indicted the following proble-as: "Have a little

stage fri3ht when reciting", "Have a few spells of :ay-

dreamine, "Talk and rhisper too eluen in class", and "Read

the sporting pa-e nearly every day". On the Mooney Check

List, they checkeC the followir "Boy friends", "Jirl

friends", and "Deciuin- whether I'm in love", all in the

area Boy-Girl Relations. Under Home and Family, the

problem, "Sisters", gave then some concern. On Chart III,

it was noted that they chose only each other as the persons

they liked to work with best. These .girls also give

indicetion of being more physically mature and of havine a

greater interest in the opposite sex than most of 11,2, other

girls in the _;roam.
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It is interesting to note that such people as Joey,

Pat T., and Kitt who are rated as stars or leaders on the

friendship sociorams arc equally popular on the soclogram

of those they like to work with best.

On the friendship soclozrams the ir1s chose only

girls and the boys only boys as "people I like best".

Therefore, it is of special note to find no discrimination

as to sex on the leadership sociogram.

In again turnin to Chart II we find many isolates.

One is John G. This boy is immature and small for his a_e.

Perhaps this would partly account for this situation of

Garrett, another isolate, is new to the school and

probably had not had time to make many friends at the time

the sociograms were co,.;piled. This is indicated by his

response on Baker's "Telling What I Do". The problem,

About makinr, new friends, was marke:, "A little hard, but I

like to do it."

Bill H. is a twin to Kitt. Kitt is a definite part of

an inter-group that does not accept Bill. Bill's closest

friend is in the seventh grade. Dill takes no part in

athletics, but excels in art and receives reconition from

this. The responses on the inventories show that Dill does

not feel that he is an isolate. He is happy and states

that he is "well fixed" for friends.
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Walter, another isolate, has just returned-to this

school after an absence of two years in a private school.

He attended this school for only a sort time and then he

had difficult; along with the children. This

caused his ree_oval to a private sc-lool. On Baker's List,

Walter stated that it is here. for him to make new friends

and that althoush he is not lopular it does not worry hin.

Mike F. and Ted M. are "haver -ons" of the inter ,roup

of Kenny, John C., Kitt and John B. Perhaps they would have

been the third choice of some mellber of t pis group. Ted is

older than many members of the 7roup, havin7 failed one

T.:;rade. Most of his close friends -re_:".ateid last car and he

still maintains a close relation with them out of school

hours. Ho is Jewish and Was the only per son, out of a ';roup

of ;ht Jewish children, to indicate the problem 113einL;

treated unkindly because of my religion" on the Mooney Check

List. He also marked the problem "Trouble_ with Sunday

School and Church". He is more mature than .cost of the 'eoys

and the followini problems from the area Toy -Girl Relations

were checked: Datin, uut alone with e irl, Not

allowed to he e dates, Girl Friend, Thinkin too much about

the opposite sex, and onderin:, if I'll ever et married.

These problems did not seem to be of interest to the other

boys and may explain Ted's isolation. Ted indicated his

school probleq by e.arkine the Collowin :ettn.' low 'rides

in school, Afraid of tests, _ grade be'_ind in school,

Don't like to stedy, and Tot interest() in books.
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Bob H. would hve been an isolate had he not been the

second choice of Jim, ho is rather on the frine of the

group himself. Bob rated es a behavior case on Baker's

List. The reader is referred to the chapter on case

histories for a more complete picture.
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Follow-up soclograols are naturally; most useful for

cheecinc growth and pro:ress. In order to compare success-

ive socioerams, each new one mist be analysed in approxi-

mately the same manner as t..e initial one, and the resltng

interpretations siould then be coo: pare,. The chief value of

successive socicf.Tares lies in their eaphasis on def;rce of

stability within the structure as a whole and on the rela-

tive slowness witli which its memberL alter the feelings

they have for one another.

The second set of socio rams, Charts IV, V, and VI,

were compiled about four eionths after the initial ones.

The same questions were as led and from these data the

sociozrams were constructed.

Several notable chap. , appeared. First, on Chart IV,

wlic pertainee to the boys, a definite trian_le has

developed. Lob H., Jim, end Boyd Coro tole inter-,roup. On

the first boyst chart Bob fl. was Jim's second ceoiee, now

he is his first coloice. This trian:le is not a comeletely

isolated roap, noLever, as they were c,osen by two other

members or the ,troop end one boy, Bob H., cLose a non-elemoer

of the trianle as his secono choice.

Again we find a mutual first choice in Lalcolm and

Stuart. This time they picked the same Joy as second

clioice. This boy did not choose either of them. However,

the writer has observed that the three boys spend a J.rent

deal of time toether and have formed an exclusive club,

complete with skunk emblems.



Unfortunately many of' the same isolates, Walter, Ted

N., Bill H., and Mike F., remain.

Garrett, who was an isolte on the first socioram

has been accepted by some members of the He was

second choice of one boy on the friendship soeio_Tam

(Chart IV) and was cos-,n by two people on the one aoncernin7

"those whom they liked to work with" (Chart VI).

Mike C., Warren, and Tee, G. are still leaders or stars.

Bruce, who was the second choice of Stuart on the first

socio;ram (Chart II), was an isolat2.. This is a case that

is hard to understand. He seems to be poplar enou::h and is

an outstr,nd'n- athlete. He chose only Warren in response

to all the questions. In lookiwz at his Uooney Checi, List,

we find that he lists the followin, problems: BashLul,

Clumsy in manner, hein. lazy, Often feel restless in

classes, and Often have headaches. Bruce always develops

a headache during a basketball game. Probably this shows

that he is riore worried than he appears. He doesn't seery,

to be too shy, but on 1,aker's Inventory ho remarked that in

talkind to friends he "Always hopes they will do the talkin7".

He also says that he i.s "A little ashamed of his clothes"

and feels that they never look well. However, observation

proves this to be false. Concerning his hoe, he says

his parents are "always watcnim," him and that they choose

his friends. He feels that he can make friends but he

does not like to. 7.e find also that his folks are choosing
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his vocation for him. Perhaps these problems have caused

his lack of popularity throueh his own dwellin upon them.

Two years ago he was by far the leost popular boy in the

group.

On Chart V we find an interesting charz,e. The isolated

triangle, Joan, Marilyn, and Aileen, is no longer present.

Although they again chose each other, they have been

accepted by the rest of the group. Three girls indicated

them as second choice.

Pat T. and Nancy J. were again mutual choices, but

their group status underwent a complete change. These to

girls wore recently elected to the offices of vice president

and president of the student body. Perhaps jealousy could

explain their present unpopularity with. the Lroup. This

unpopularity did not carry over to the sociograia, "Those

like to work with best" (Chart VI). Here they rate as

leaders.

The intergroup triangle, Frances, Susan G., and Ann T.,

still exists and they are again popular with other members

of the group.

Gay, an isolate, has chosen different ejrls as "The

people I like best" and as before, they are group leaders.

Gay has the highest score on Baker's "Tolling What I Do",

thus indicatine: fewer problems than other elembere of the

roup. She is mentally retarded and perhaps her problems

are few because of this factor. Perhaps this mental



retardation could accoant for her non-acceptance by the

group.

In direct contrast to Gay, we find Barbara C. She was

an isolate on both socio rams. Barbara is probably the :lost

brilliant student in the whole 7.roup of forty-nine pupils.

Howevr, the inventory indicated that she is aware of her

problems. On Baker's Inventory, she indicated that she

"Worries because she ia not polar" and that she "Finds it

hard to make friends". Earbara belongs to a 'fdnority group

and is bothered by the fact that %a apeak English part of

the tine" at home. She also states that her parents are

deciding her vocation for her. From the nooney Problem

Check List we find some of her problems are: Yds:a

people liked me better, People finding fault with me, Over-

wel4at, and Not allowed to run around with the kids I like.

From these one can draw conclusions as to wh-, she is not

accepted by the ;.]:roup.

From these socio,,;rams it is clear to see that their

significance lies in its cor:prehensive revelation of the

structure and its el,r direction toward the next

steps for study or investiation.
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The Case of Bob

Chapter V

Case i.ristory

Diale Grade Eight

This case study is presentee' to s'.0%, how the three

instrunents, Sociograms, ':;hat x Dos and

.400ney's Problem Check List, can be used to fIld the

specific problems and problem area of an individual.

Home and Fa,aily !;acki;round: Bob lives with his mother,

sister, and brother-in-law. The !other has no funds of her

own and earns Bob's and, her livelihood uj caring for her

dau;:lter's ccild. Loth 'Bob's sister and brother-in-law

work; the brother in a raw ,d11, and the sister as a clerk

in a candy store.

Bob's father died when Bob was three years old. He

was a minister for the Christiln Church. The father's

sciloolin was limited in that he never finished h541

Tio's mother finisho,3 elementary school. Therefore,

not havin-; been traine," for aeythi else, she worked in a

bo- factory in order to s ;port the fa ily of five girls

and three .,oys after her huseand's dorth. Bob is the young-

est member of the family.

After the two older boys had grown and .loved to Cali-

fornia, Bob and his ,,othe 'ned the.:. Again she worked

in a factory. A year later they ,:loved here.
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Previous Se }ool Experience and Present School Record:

Bob attended the same school in Illinois for the first six

p;rade!:. He faile: two beca,.1se of ill health?. He

attended the seventh ride in California where he was

enrolled in three different schools. We have no record of

his scciolastic ac_lievement in these sc_iools.

Bob states that he likes aritametic best, and that he

finds readin quite easy. His teacher says that ::ob does

not like to work in a To p. Therefore, he sits by _iimself

in the far corner of the room and works by himself. The

teacher noted also that he spends a iteat deal o ' time

daydreaming.

He never enters into a general discussion nor contri-

butes to the class. The only resoons he ever ihakes is,

"I don't know anything about this."

Bob says that he likes this school better than any of

the others.

Test Record:

Otis

Pintner

Intelligence Tests

I. Q. 90 C. A. 15-11

I. Q. 96 ded. Score 171

M. A. 13-1

M. 15-1

Achievement Tests

Metropolitan Achievement Test

Average Reading . . . 6.9 Spelling 3.5

Avera e Arithmetic 906

Rn,lish 6.5

Average AcIlievement . . 3.0
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Health Record: Bob is a tall, slender boy, more

maturely developed than hie averae classmate. lie is neat

in appearance and dresses about as well as the rest of his

class.

He is supposed to have a heart condition caused by

scarlet fever. However, a recent physical examination

reveale that this was no loneer true. The doctor says,

however, that there is possibly a glandular condition.

Bob's teeth are in very poor condition and the nurse

has referred him to the sc:eool clinic. His mother would not

co-operate and did not seem interested in havine the work

done.

Social and otional Status: The findin on the socio-

gram explains his social situation quite thorounly. Bob

feels that he cannot participate in many of the class

activities because he does not have the proper clothes, or

because of his health. Probably the monetary situation

keeps him friom beine; completely accepted by the ,roue.

Bob is new this year, so very little is known about

his emotional adjustment.

Goals, Purposes, Interests: Bob has stated that he

does not know what he wants to do when he :rows up. He says

that he has thou ;ht about it a lot and there does not s..em

to be an hin that he is capable of doin. Le fels that

he will be unable to o to collee and that he is ..ot

enoureh, anyway.
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Bob has a paper route and earns his own spending money

in this way. He has no outside interests and says that the

only he does is so to the movies. His health con-

dition is a hindrance, he says, a 1 keeps him from plaiinc

basketball, skiine,., and other sports lie the other boys.

He stated that he wished he could 'partake in the school

sports.

Findings from the ociogram: On the first socio ram

Bob was picked as second choice by one boy. This boy was

his first choice. Perhaps tes situation was due to the

fact that he had only been in school a feu weeks.

On the second socio:Tam he became a pert of a triangle.

He and Boy who had mutual first choices, have developed

quite a. friendship. Neither is well accepted by the gro p.

Both are very tall for their ages. In both cases the father

is dead. The t,ird member of the triangle is an adopted

chilia and he also is not aecepted by the group.

After discussion with Doi) it was found that he roally

would prefer the boy he indicated as with whore he liked

to work with best as a best friend. However, this boy does

not accept him.

Mooney Problem Check List Findinrs: Bob did not mark

many problems on the check list, The writer believe: t is

was because he was new to the school and did not quite

understand how it was to be used.
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The problems mark ©d are rather sl .1.ficant. In the

area, Health and Physical Development, he :-;iarked the follow-

ing problems: Don't enou h sleep, Not stron and healthy

as I should be, and Don't like some of the foods I eat. In

the area, School, he was concerned with: BoinE a .rade

behind in School, Don't like to study, and Not interested in

books. Under the area, Miscellaneous, we find the problem,

"Having no regular allowance".

Findings fro i Baker's Telling What I Do: Bob had the

lowest score on Baker's "Telling What I Do", thus indi-

cating that he had ::core problems than any member of the

group. The followimc information tells us .:hat he feels his

problems are.

In the "Health" area he stated that he had only fair

health and that he could do no hard play because of his

health.

In the area"Sleepimr-Eating", he pointed out that his

bed was a cot or couch and that he was often short of sleep.

Also he stated that he had to be careful about the food he

eats.

Under "Self-care", he stated that his face and hands

were usually dirty, that he worried because his hair never

looked nice, and that he was often short of sleep; also,

that he had trouble with his teeth ac.,.ng and they need fixtc.

In "Habits" he remarked that he worried because he is

often dizzy.
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Under %orries" we find that he is amare thst he day-

dreams most of the time, and also that he worries about it.

He fools that he cannot make up his mind quickly enouh and

it bothers him when he is lauhed at.

He admits in the area "?ears" that he is usually scared

when he recites, and that when he is in a hi;_i place he is

more scared than he will adi;_it,

Under the area "Anger ", Lkob said that he is very angry

with himself when he hreaks his things, and that he always

hurts ri:ht back when someone hurts him.

The areas "Pity" and "Goodmixer" give the information

that he always feels sorry for himself when he is hurt and

that he is always shy in a cBowd.

Again the -latter of dress comes up under the area

"Inferior- Superior" in that he feels ashamed of the way he

dresses most of the tile°. Here he also reveals that he is

quite ashamed of his school marks, and that he worries

because he does not :Jake the school teams.

Some of his home problems are revealed in the area

"Home Atmosphere". He said that they never have an parties,

that they have few magazines or books, and that his family

has almost no friends.

In "Home Attitudes" he feels that his parents are too

easy about Jialcing him help at home. _le says that the others

think he is the favorite child, and yet his parents are

always watching him.
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Bob does not feel that he is at all grown up and that

he does not have nearly as much liberty as his friends.

This and the fact that they araue all the time at hoele are

pointed out in the area "Groin_ -up".

From the area "Morals" he states that he Rives to

charity only when he is forced to, and that he lai4:ht take

more things except for the fear of rotting caul ht. He

remarks that he does the wron thing if it is easier, and

that he has a poor reputation where the truth is concerned.

In the area "Friends", Lob said that it is very hard

for him to make net friends.

Froa the area "Hobbies" we find that he has no hobbies

and in the area "Vocations" he states that not:.iinf:; appeals

to him as a vocation. He also says that he gets no help in

trying to make a decision.

These tests are particularly revealin when used

individually and should help the teacher to know and under-

stand the child's needs and problems,

Conclusions: The deep-rooted psycholoical problems

of this boy steal primarily from the home, therefore, some

link must be established between the school and the home if

the school is to be of any assistance to him in resolving

his psycholoeaical conflicts.

Bob lacks a feelina of group security both of a social

and a financial nature. Although he has been accepted by

two boys, they do not seem to be the type to offer him
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positive friendship. He does not have a place within the

larger group.

His ill health, which apparentl:; is now largely

imaginary, concerns him n-,ore than it should any adolescent

boy. It seems to have become a crutch to live "as an excuse

both to himself and others for his failure to become accept-

ed.

Recommendations:

1. The school should contact some male adult, either

in the community or from some church, and arranc for him

to act as a sponsor for lob.

2. This adult, or the school, should try to arxsn,is an

after-school job in the community for Bob. There is a

drugstore and a grocery store that siiht be sole to use

The job should be something he is capable of handling, and

also must be one which the other children will respect.

This should ;give him a feeling of financial security and

perhaps a rise in status assmg the group.

3. From the results of this study the school nurse is

renewin' her efforts to get Bob's teeth fixed and has

arranged for a more com)lete physical exsm:nation.

4. Bob has now been made a member of the Service

a school organization. His duties ould give hisi a chance

to be included in more of the grouts activities.

5. The homeroom teacher couid find out what moans

by "daydrea ling". s'rom this informati t,,ic teacher ial]ht
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find something that interests the boy. Also talking about

it miqht clear up some of the boy's problems.

6. Perhaps by talkin to some of the class leaders,

they can be induced to help him become :r,ore acceptable to

the group.

7. The homeroom teacher should try to draw hob into the

group and not allow him to sit and work by himself.

3. The coach should find some part for him in sports or

some games in which he might be able to excell, and thus

help him overcome the feeling of "ill health".



CHAPTR VI

Conclusions and Recoureendations

The purpose of this study was to find the social

adjustment areas coon to students of the eighth-grade

level, both as a group and as individuals. The Mooney

Problem Check List, Junior High Form, and Baker's "Telling

What I Do" were used to rind areas of social problems and

to note whether the two tests revealed similar or different

areas. The sociogram was used to find the individual's

social status and to ascertain if this affected the common

problem areas.

Group attitude and rapport were exceptional and no

antse7onisn or uncooperativeness was evident. For the lost

part the pupils were extremely interested in these tests

and were sincere and honest with their answers.

Conclusions arrived at were as follows:

1. The Mooney Problem Check List was given first and

althouth the children seemed to be mincing all the problems

affecting them the Baker's List revealed a higher number of

problems. The Mooney List asits the children to mark only

the problems which bothered there the most, while Baker's

required an answer to every problem, and this seems to

explain the difference in the number of problems marked.

2. "oth lists have revealed that the greatest need for

adjustment was in the area of adjustment to school. On the
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of more than four problems each. These problems were of

this nature: Afraid of teste, Getting low grades in school,

Don't like to study, Trouble with arithmetic, and Worried

about grades. On the Baker Inventory, there were three

problems in the school area that bothered both the boys and

girls. They were: About talking and whispering in class,

About my school marks, and About when I recite.

3. The area, People in General, and Self-Centered

Concerns were a close second and third on the Liooney test,

each having an average of two and one-half problems. home

Attitudes, was the second problem area on the Baker

Inventory. However, it revealed only one problem, "About

getting along with my brothers and sisters", of concern to

them.

4. The third lar,ett problem: area on the Baker List

was "Hobbies and Vocations". This was due to their large

number of responses to the problem on why they liked tTovies.

They gave the unfavorable respense that they attended novics

"only for a good tine".

5. The individual problem which wae marked highest on

both tests ean in the school area. On the Looney test,

Afraid of Tests, ranked high above the rest with en average

of forty per cent. On the Daker List About talking and whis-

pering in class, receivee, an average of siety-two per cent

on the most unfavorable response and an average of twenty-

two per cent on the second most unfavorable response.
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6. There was a difference between the sexes as to the

individual problems marked. ]iowever, on the nooney, the

problems marked the most were in the same area, school. The

boys rated, Don't like to study, highest with an average of

forty per cent, and Afraid of tests with an average of

thirty-three per cent. The girls rated, Afraid of tests,

highest with an average of forty-six per cent.

7. On the Baker's inventory, there was no variation

between the sexes as to their main problem. Both ranked

"About talking and whisperin7; in class" highest. Forty-

seven per cent of the boys and seventy-five per cent of the

girls marked the unfavorable response to this problem.

3. The boys and girls showed a significant difference

on the Mooney test in their choice of problems in areas

other than school. The following problems were chosen.

The girls checked:

1. Wishimz people liked me better.

2. Sisters.

3. Disliking certain people.

Li.. Being jealous.

5. Can't make up my mind about things.

The boys checked:

1. Having trouble with my teeth. 3. Having a poor posture,

2. Trylnc to stop a bad habit. 4. Studying is hard for me.
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The girls' problems seoL to be of a more psycological

and personal nature, while the bes are troubled by more

physical and material thins.

On the Baker Inventory, several different problems

were shown by the boys and the ,;irls.

The boys gave unfavorable responses to:

1. About having dates.

2. Then I see old people.

3. About my school marks.

The girls gave unfavorable response to:

1. About deciding what work I will do.

2. About hunting.

9. Both the Mooney Problem Check List and Baker's

"Telling Mat I Do" are good instruments for revealing ,-en-

oral problem areas for group counseling. However, the writer

feels that many of the responses on the Baker Inventory are

ml sleadin.;. Many of the responses which Baker considers

unfavorable are strictly a matter of opinion. On the

question, About Father (or stepfather) working, he has the

following five res;-)onse:3 to choose from: A. He would like

to work, but is not able. D. He works most of the

C. He always has a steady job. D. He works about half of

the time. F. He has been ou,, of work a long tine. There is

no resoonse that can be marked if the child's father is dead.

This create: some confusion as the caldron had been asked

to answer every question.
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10. The question, About getting along with -1-d brothers

and sisters, also created sore confusion. Mast of the

children marked the response, "We argue end fight some-

tines". This answer is considered unfavorable b Baker, but

seemed to the writer to be a normal response. It is an

unusual household that does not have some rivalry and

dissent which leads to at least a few quarrels or arguments.

11. Baker considers it unfavorable to uarx the response

"Mystery and adventure" in answer to both questions, About

what I like to road, and About listening to the radio. The

writer feels that nest children do prefer mystery and

adventure at this particular age, and that it is not

necessarily unfavorable. It is a question that should have

more detail to reveal exactly what the child meant hy

mystery and adventure. The child and the author could be

thinking of different things entirely.

12. On the question, About hunting, baker considers it

unfavorable for girls to se.,;, "I woule like it very muc".

There is more or less an overlapping of interest at all

a;es, and the fundamental drives are much the came for both

sexes, but forms of expression are somewhat different,

partly at least because of environmental pressure. There-

fore, why should not a girl respond spontaneously that she

would like to co hunting, and whi should it be considered

unfavorable? The papers often picture women on huntinp

trips or with pictures of the game they have killeh. Perhaps
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most of us are now less inclined to t'elnk of huntin7, as a

sport for men and boys only.

13. Althou;h the writer feels that both the I:ooney

Problem Check List and Dakerfs "Tellin ,hat I Do" are good

instruments for 2rolp ceunselil or discussions she believes

that the Dakerfs should have a close follow-up to find just

how the c:Iildren interpreted the questions. Lany times the

answer could be inisleadine; as shown in tlie previous para-

graphs.

lb.. Baker states that some critics conclude, without

actual experience, that pu:)ils will not answer honestly, or

would give only the ideal answers. Ke does not believe

this is so and gives three reasons wey. lie feels teat the

instructions are worded in such a claimer that the pupil is

not certain just how much the interviewer knows about -aim

already, or which items he is likil to know. Ke believes

that there is P large iount of inherent honesty ie the

greet majority of people end that it tends to ue practiced

when people see to be genuinely interested in helpin to

brine: about a better un erstendine]. he thinks that the ite:es

are wordee, in such definite and personal ways that the pueils

find it diffLcult to avoid 1.vin, the appropriate answer

for them.

15. Baker has prepared remec:i- 1 suggestions for each

of the twenty-four tepics. ac:1 set of suggestions make a

direct approach to ti,e topic it discusses. TI ere is
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usually a siople state dent that ir.loroveent could be

attempted and that this change must often be made without

the direct help of any other p(rssn but upon the pupils'

own responsibility. The st..t.or su that t,les:, s,leets

be .iven to the child as a follow-up after a disc .ssion of

his problems.

16. Baker also su;gesGs that the naterial could be

used by the teacher as a guide to help direct .2,roup

discussions.

17. From the results of this study the triter feels

that 1,Iooneyls ProblEr, Check List is the better in finding

the com on problem areas. It limits the problem areas to

seven instead of twenty-four as in the Laker Inventory.

This should permit the teacher to cover the material better

in units or discussion 7r,,ups.

13. Baker's .hat I Do" seems to be better for

interpreting the individualls problems or in dia-;nosin_ and

tracing the problems of a small group.

19. both tects can be used together to give more

reliability to the common problem areas, but they are not

necessarily interchangeable.

20. The methods used in giving the tests are not

completely objective and therefore, (1) a great deal of

judgment needs to be used in hang the results, and

(2) a ltry number of techniques are necessary to ,:et an

accurate picture.
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individual counseling in the uppe of our schools.

However, since there is no coanselin, as sece, at this level

these tests could be used as c basis for a unit. Thus the

curricultel could serve in hel)ing the children make better

adjustments to their problems. All teachers are not

counselors, bu'u each teacher should feel and accept the

responsnility of heleine students make a better adjustment

to their situation. Lost teachers could do this be working

out units from the problems indicated by those tests.

Merely the tests could give the teacher a better

understandin, of her cleildren and teus she could help them

in overcoing such problems as: Afraid of tests, Talizing

too much in class, and Afraid to recite.

22. Socioerams reveal the child's social states within

the zroup. From these tests and the socioexzene it was

found that the children had many problems in coon regard-

less of their position witie the :roup. Toth children

who were isolates and t'eose who were leaders had the same

problem, Afraid of tests, in the school area. The child's

place in the group did not seem to influence his type of

problem as much as the emmber. The isolates, with a few

exceptions, had the lareet number of problems.

23. There are linitations in eleployine the techniques

of sociometry which the teacher should be aware of. The

resoonsee are only as valid as the degree of rapport between
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making responses or sininiz, naves then the sociozTeee is not

worth the paper on which it is made. Group structures are

fluid and thus chartins. just measures one period of time and

cannot be eepected to be permanent. It should be re:membered

that the war the material is gathered tends to force answers.

Above all it must be recoThized that the sociogram merely

points to opportunities for further stud: and does not

give final answers.

24. The socioran helps the teacher find the group

isolates end provides her with an opportunity to help a

child with his social adjustment. "This should be an

exceptionally good instrument for the classroom teacher. It

should help the teacher develop a greater understandin of

group behavior, so that she may operate more wisely in group

management and curriculum development.

Recommendations. The following are the recommendations

arrived at as an outjyowth of this study:

1. The Yiooney Problem Check List and Baker's "Telling

Whet I Do" are both good instruments to br:_re out the common

problem areas of a [:,;reup end to serve as a bceeie for

individual couneolin.. However, the Baker Inventory should

have a close follow-up to determine how the children inter-

.7reted the questiono. Usee, separately, the 1:.00ney .test

appears to be more useful in pointing up the individual

problems. Therefore, teachers should receive in-service
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teachers should receive treleitre in their use in their

teacher trainine.

2. Because socioretrics provide a ,00a instrument to

help the teacher better understand the children as a =croup

and also as individuals, teachers should know how to use

them. They should aid her in atilizin; the co-curriculum

to better meet the needs of the Individuals.

3. Since the methods used in esivire, the tests are not

completely objective there should be, (1) a great deal of

judgment used in handling the results, and (2) a lance

number of techniques are necessary to 'et an accurate

picture. Individuals eheuld have ee,ple opportunity to

develop the necessary techniques.

4 Because the greatest need for assistance was in the

areas of Adjustment to School, People in General, Self-

Centered Concerns, Home Attitudes, and Hobbies and Vocations

the school s'i-ula attack these problems throu,;h

discussions or thou eh units of work based on these areas.

The curriculwn should be used to help the children make a

abetter social adjustment to their problems.

5, There is a ;rea. need for guidance service: at the

ei;tth erade level. This 'eas demonstrated by the results

of the tests used in this study. A childts capacities for

social growth--his ability to live wit. his fellows to the

fullest--is es natural and as educable as his other 1,asic
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capacities for mental and physical growth. The capacty

for social gromth must be censiderd en essential concern

for the sc-clool curriculum.

6. Further studies should be carried on usin,z the

three instruments, Mooney Problem Chock List (Junior High

Form), Baker's "Tellin 'ht I Do", and Sociomotrics.
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